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79,000 lives every year in the US. Hospitals are now fighting a losing battle. They have to spend
much more on new drugs and find ways to get them into hospitals’ routine use for infections that
were once easily cured. Now scientists say the problem is that the traditional “one drug fits all”

approach – which means prescribing the first drug found to kill the bacteria – is not working well.
“We’re not using them correctly,” says Varsha Vijayaraghavan, professor and chair of the

department of biostatistics at the University of Washington in Seattle. Vijayaraghavan and her
colleagues studied a database of more than 70,000 patients in a US hospital to see how well new
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abuse risks destroying the microbiome The team found that different antibiotics work in different
ways against different pathogens. They also discovered that different viruses don’t respond to the
same antibiotic. “You can’t treat every virus with the same drug,” says Vijayaraghavan. “There is

also a lot of diversity in a lot of infections: viruses, bacteria, fungi.” The WHO fact sheet on
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